
 
 
Pino Forastiere – composer, acoustic guitar 
 

Forastiere is  a former classical guitarist (6 and 10 strings) having  graduated from Santa Cecilia Conservatory, 
considered the most prestigious school of  music in all of Rome.  Fifteen years ago Forastiere changed his stylistic 
direction from composing on classical nylon-stringed guitar toward that created on steel-stringed instruments 
(especially a 1957 Martin D-28 bought in Rome).  Since that time he has performed regularly at concerts and festivals 
throughout Europe, the US  and Canada for both classical and fingerstyle audiences. He has been interviewed on 
radio stations and by media outlets wherever he has toured, and his interviewees focus not only on his musical 
background and his amazing compositions, but also attempt to glean insight into his inimitable technical prowess 
which is revered in the eyes of guitarists and musicians worldwide. His technical gifts and unique and complex music 
are so rare that there are no precedents in the musical world as we know it. 
Accolades and interviews have appeared in: Guitar Player, Classic Guitar Magazine, Innerviews (USA), Jam Magazine, 
Il Giornale della Musica (ITA), Akustik  Gitarre (GER), and on Italian national brodcasts RAI Radio1 and RAI Radio3, TV 
RAI News24, TV Sat2000, Vatican Radio, WYNC Radio (New York City ,NY), Echoes  Radio (PA), and Dutch national TV 
broadcast Vpro. 
Capping off  his inspired body of solo work, January 2008 saw Forastiere reaching for a new culmination of his 
artistry by performing his piece “Why Not?” on  electro-acoustic guitar with a string orchestra at the Palladium 
Theatre in Rome, Italy. This was a world premiere performance with the Roma3 Orchestra directed by Pietro Mianiti. 
In 2010 Forastiere formed the trio ‘Guitar Republic’, with two other Italian  acoustic guitarists, Sergio Altamura and 
Stefano Barone. That same year the trio released their debut album and began touring  extensively in Italy, the USA  
and Canada. 
In 2012, at the New York Guitar Festival, Forastiere unveiled “from 1 to 8”, a collection of eight studies for 
contemporary acoustic guitar focusing on different technical and compositional aspects. In 2010/11 and 2013/14 he 
toured with the International Guitar Night (US and Canada). His fifth solo album, and ninth of his discography, 
“Deconstruction,” was released in January 2015. 
In the Italian language, ‘Forastiere’ means foreigner, stranger. By no means should any listener be a stranger to this 
great music. 
 

Official website: www. pinoforastiere.com    
Youtube channel https:// www. youtube.com/user/forastiere66  
Facebook  https://www. facebook.com/pino.forastiere 
 

Contact:  Stefania Benigni  
secondolei @ gmail.com e cell. +39 335 8436057 
 
 



 

Pino Forastiere - Discography 

Deconstruction (2015, autoprod.) - solo 

from 1 to 8 (2011, Candyrat) – solo 

Guitar Republic (2010, Candyrat) – trio 

International Guitar Night V (2010, Pacific Music/Warner Music Canada) – solo, duo, quartet 

Live DVD/CD (2009, Candyrat) - solo 

Why Not? (2008, Candyrat) - solo/Orchestra 

Circolare (2005, Candyrat) - solo 

Rag Tap Boom (2003, Candyrat) - solo 

Overcrossing (1999, Equipe) – duo 
 

Pino Forastiere - Press quotes 

He employes a dazzling blend of slapping, tapping, strumming, altered tunings and harmonics, combined with classical phrasing 

and a focus on distinct and addictive melodies  - Guitar Player 

His music is something like a mix of Steve Reich's interlocking rhythmic patterns meet Michael Hedges's techniques, all while 

admiring Eddie van Halen – New Sounds,  WNYC 

He approaches the guitar as a drum with strings - Classical Guitar Magazine 

Hard to find comparisons in the guitar composition of Forastiere, who seems to look elsewhere for his instrumental models, 

especially in the piano literature, or the harpsichord  – Il Giornale della Musica 

Forastiere's technique is futuristic, and his musical sensibility is visionary. – Chitarre 

Each composition is a unique journey of impeccable technique and melodic invention. Pino Forastiere is a scientist of the guitar, 

but a scientist with soul – Echoes.org 

This is music from a genius which will make you excited about music all over again. - Minor 7th.com 

Prepare to be transported to another dimension – Jam Magazine 

Pino Forastiere is a free spirit, and it's all evident on his music. An album full of beauty - Akustic Gitarre 

Indeed, Forastiere himself has remarked that “the best technique is built on the understanding of the musical thought rather 

than on the perfect articulation of the fingers", though the listener gets the best of both in this and in every release he's issued. - 

Acousticmusic.com 

Latest about Deconstruction (2015) 

A guitarist fleeing aware of stereotyped habits (virtuosity, predominance of techniques, spectacular surface) gives us an album 

of clear conceptual value, and, in a sense, also political, entirely self-produced, in which the goal is to deconstruct, focusing the 

space between notes. A strongly unitary work which, while acting for subtraction (the superfluous), can be seen as a single 

narrative, in which the artist offers himself in his entirety. (Musica Jazz) 

Reigns a fascinating linguistic essentiality to justify the title and duration of the CD: just thirty minutes, but very dense enough to 

capture the essence of the project. The eight episodes engulf open and multidirectional syncretisms, while the notes are dosed 

drop by drop. To grasp the depth of "Deconstruction", you can listen to the twisted, dry, spiky, ostinato, charmer and circular 

arpeggios of "Lines": about six minutes summarizing one of the most progressive artist jargon. (Audioreview) 

 

 


